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The WAY you present this 
technique and the way 

you arrange your numbers, 
makes all the difference!
1. Get 95%+ of listing presentations.
2. Get those listings as 7% or more.
3. Possibly get commission overrides.
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INDUSTRY FACT:  
As unfortunate as it is, 
buyer’s agents in particular 
favor homes that have higher 
percentages in terms of 
commissions.  Many make 
certain homes priorities in 
terms of showing based on 
the buying side commission.
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Beef, 
 

You may like to know that the 7% strategy worked perfectly!

 

House is already in escrow for a price far above what was expected by most.  The strategy was to increase 
commission (4% to Buyer side)--enough to motivate the south county Agents to bring buyers north, out of their 
"comfort zone."  I knew the price is a bargain for anyone in that market (yet feels "overpriced" for anyone in the 
Carlsbad north market).


Then I focused virtually all of my efforts on south county... caravans, and meeting personally with all that I could 
that had listings in the $2.5 million+ range.

  

Worked like a charm.  Sold very fast and at a good price to someone from Coronado.

It will be a good story to tell your groups (but wait until we close escrow).


Dr. Ralph O. Muncaster, SFR

Prestige Homes

HomeSmart Realty West

Associate Broker

760-331-8804 
http://FindCaliforniaHome.com

http://FindCarlsbadHome.com

http://FindEncinitasHome.com

http://FindHomeLaJolla.com

http://findcaliforniahome.com/
http://findcarlsbadhome.com/
http://findencinitashome.com/
http://findhomelajolla.com/
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5% Listing
$500,000 list price
$485,000 best offer
  $24,250 comm.
$460,750

7% Listing
$505,000 list price
$515,000 bidding war
  $36,050 comm.
$478,950

• Negotiation-based offers
• Pushes price down
• Takes time
• Lowers comps in area 

• Creates bidding war
• Pushes price up
• Pushes equity up
• Raises comps in area
• Sells quickly
• Seller’s net is higher $$18,200
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Take the 7% Technique to the next level
Create MASSIVE demand for your listing
Create a bidding war of extreme proportions
Get offers of 20, 30, 40 thousand over list
Get dozens of buyer’s agents at your open house
Get those buyer’s agents into a feeding frenzy of offers
Get agents conspiring against each other to make offers
Do all of this with ONE open house!
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GETTING 7% COMMISSIONS

1.Add the same commission override 
clause to your contract.

2.The amount of commission the buyer’s 
agent receives (as a %) increases as 
the offers increase.

3.The percentage of the difference 
(between the list and offer) that you 
(listing agent) receives graduates as 
offers increase.
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515,000 AT THIS OFFER IT’S A 3/4 SPLIT COMMISSION W/$1505 (10%) OVERRIDE
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$21,217

0% = 0
45% = 27,022
$27,022

4% = 20,600

$20,600
5% = 26,500

$26,500
6% = 32,700
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